
  

 

 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE 06 – 16.06.2014 

“IT IS ENOUGH TO BREAK A PERSON” 

“We are so upset and traumatised with all that has happened since our son was diagnosed with cancer that 

we just do not have the time or ability to fight this hugely bureaucratic system”…”I just don’t know the way 

forward with all of this”…”It is enough to break a person”. - 

- Written correspondence to us this week from a parent whose son was refused a medical card late last 

year. Her son never had a medical card & as such falls outside any of the recent provisions to return 

medical cards. Their story is a clear example of the strain the existing application process puts parents 

under. These parents are trapped under the terms of the existing system – they are at breaking point. We 

cannot allow them to remain in medical card limbo while their child and many like him undergo vital life 

saving treatment.  

 At the meeting on June 6th with Minister Reilly & HSE officials, we pressed the issue of all those 

children that will be diagnosed today or tomorrow and appealed to the Minister & HSE that some 

provision be found to accommodate serious cases in particular, until the new medical need based 

framework comes to fruition.  

 The HSE undertook to “flex” the existing system as much as possible to accommodate new medical 

card applicants.  

 As yet we have received no detail and seen no evidence of an improved approach from the HSE to 

new applicants.  

 We are again appealing to both Minister Reilly & the HSE to introduce temporary measures that will 

immediately ameliorate the application process for new applicants and accommodate those 

children living with serious illness or congenital conditions. We will be writing to the Minister to 

again outline and highlight this problem and seek a formal commitment and plan to deal swiftly, 

comprehensively and compassionately with those children and their families who are themselves 

having to apply for a medical card while also trying to cope with a serious illness or medical 

condition.  An arrangement needs to be put into place until such time as the new medical need 

based medical card system is up and running.  

A UNITED CABINET? 

Minister Reilly assured all present at the June 6th meeting that there was now a “united cabinet position”, 

perhaps referring to his earlier comments that there was not sufficient political will up to a short time ago 

to address the medical card crisis. 

In this context, Minister Pat Rabbitte’s interventions over the past number of weeks are a serious cause of 

concern for parents and cast doubt on Minister Reilly’s assertion. 
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On June 5th, Minister Rabbitte remarked that “successive government’s have insisted on a situation where 

eligibility for a medical card was relative to means and that has to continue to be the situation”. When 

asked whether he disagreed with his own government’s plans to give medical cards on the basis of medical 

need, Minister Rabbitte said “I repeat my answer”.  

A week previous on radio, Minister Rabbitte in an attempt to explain the circumstances behind the 

removal of 7000+ discretionary medical cards remarked that this cohort simply “didn’t bother to engage” 

with the review process. 

His public comments show no regard for the plight of children and their parents living with the day to day 

reality of a life threatening illness. We can only conclude from his remarks that he is in favour of retaining a 

deeply flawed system that takes no account whatsoever of the severity of an illness.  Of all cabinet 

Ministers, he has consistently displayed a reluctance to admit the system was not working, defended the 

system as it stands and indeed argued with some annoyance in response to those highlighting the level of 

hurt & anguish caused by the review & existing system generally. 

His continued assertions that the “country can’t afford to give a medical card to everyone, irrespective of 

income” deliberately ignores, in much the same way as the existing system, all those diagnosed with very 

serious conditions.  

It is now government policy to move to a medical need based framework - if Minister Rabbitte is not in 

favour of such an approach; his position as a cabinet Minister & Government TD is untenable.  

We are concerned that given such overt opposition to the granting of Medical Cards on the basis of 

medical need, whether the government will be slowed or even blocked from introducing this crucial and 

universally desired change by stubborn opposition from some quarters within cabinet. 

CAMPAIGN EVENT – GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN  

 We will take our campaign to Dublin City Centre this Saturday, June 21st to Grafton Street 

(Stephen’s Green end) from 11am. 

 We’ll be bringing our 21ft banner with us to spread the word and ask people to sign both on-line 

and on the banner itself.  

 We will be available to answer queries and update people on the latest developments as we have 

been doing to date for the large numbers who have contacted us on line.  

 We have collected almost 62,000 signatures since May 20th, and aim to reach over 100,000 in just a 

few more weeks. 

We will continue to do all we can to engage positively with the Minister for Health, the Expert Panel & HSE.  
We will however also continue over the coming weeks to bring our campaign message around Ireland, to 
garner public support, swell the numbers that have signed our petition and provide the most seriously ill 
children in Ireland and their parents with a voice.  
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